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These were/are the points in our compass. They changed the
textbooks of the world: enlarged the circumference of art,
diameter of awareness, became a center everywhere.

gave us
NEW directions, foundations for:
BLACKBURN Majorca, Provence, I.R.T. Dipped his pen

in Lorca's blood: transfusion of attitudes.
Metro troubador,

ferryboat commando; 
goosed the Statue of Liberty with a
Manhattan Transfer. AUTHENTIC

CREELEY Arizona. Vancouver, New Mexico. Pioneer stock.
rambler, gambler; against fat hacks with
cotton candy adjectives —  academic con 
men. High Noon insight, quick on the draw: 
between the eyes (100 yds) cerebral approach
with caution; carries a cold deck. COOL

GINSBERG Morningside Heights, Frisco, Europe, India. 
HEADmaster of POT, via Blake and Bleeker St.
City Lights BEATrician: the HOWL heard 
round the world. (Concord take note.) Can do 
a KADDISH or a SUTRA —  tears or love depending.
Village guru / showman / Shaman / with bells yet. 
Detergent for dirty minds, politicians who never
come on Sunday. The BEARD by any other name.HAPPENING

JONES Jersey, Cuba, Harlem. Tom Toms and Karate in
the subway;
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stage stallion minus "poetic”
costume;

jazz lover, hung up on WHITEY 
complex, scalp hunter,

underground Panther.
Found drama in the TOILET.

Wears YUGEN in
his buttonhole. HIP

KELLY B'klyn, Blue Yak, Bard-on-the Hudson.
Man

mountain PAN, dove in the Hawk's Well.
Explorer:

secret world of mole, blue jay, white violets, 
HER BODY AGAINST TIME/ the DEEP IMAGE

Irish
tenor, affirmation / protest.

Keeps
elves in his pocket. MAGICIAN

OLSON Black Mt., Yucatan, Gloucester.
Spiritual

cousin of Melville, stepson of Pound, literary 
nephew of Williams.

Digs roots: Mayan,
foundations, not mummies. FLAIR for DISTANCES. 
Loves JARGON of the sea;

peninsular,
MAXIMUS strength. Took Buffalo by the
horns. CATALYST

SNYDER West Coast, High Sierras, Kyoto, La.
RIP RAP / NO KRAP / Maveric:

puma-stride/
salmon-leap / TIMBER / loggers, drunk 
Sioux, bordellos;

hitch-hike with Buddha,
Venus with sand in her crotch.

Live / no
tape / weather of the soul. ZENZEST

ZUKOFSKY N.Y. (where else?).
Prometheus of the Heights. 

Friend of Catullus, cosmopolitan.
Survivor of

the TEST, lifetime in the flood;
philosopherof EYES.

Poetry of Altitude. Bach with a 
typewriter. Matterhorn in the

swamp of
Brooklyn. PROPHET


